Some International Shipping Do’s and Don’ts

- Do NOT Ship Any Item Outside the U.S. without first checking the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) and Export Administration Regulations (EAR) lists to determine if the item is controlled. Almost all “select agents” require an export license,
- Secure License Approval (through UCOP) or verify license exception PRIOR to Shipment for all controlled items,
- Do NOT Accept Publication or Access Controls in research agreements (regardless of whether federal, state, or private),
- Do NOT Accept Publication Controls or Access Restrictions in agreements to purchase items for use in University research projects,
- Review any Confidentiality/Non-Disclosure Agreements to insure that UC is not assuming the burden of restricting dissemination based on citizenship status or securing license,
- Require Commercial Contractor to Secure Any Required Export License Prior to Transfer of Proprietary Data to UC,
- You can agree that the individual to whom proprietary data transferred will not disclose it to anyone (including other UC personnel),
- You can agree that UC will comply with Export Regulations; you can NOT agree that data generated by UC in the course of the research is export controlled.
- Summarizes the final rule and its specifications
- Available by contacting the EPA directly at 800-296-1996 (EPA Stratospheric Ozone Information Hotline)
- Find more information on the EPA's Ozone Depletion website at www.epa.gov/ozone

Contact Receiving & Shipping at 951-827-3134 or EH&S at 951-827-5528 for questions or additional information.